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Societal expectations have a significant influence on patient labor preferences.1 Providers
caring for obstetric patients can better educate patients by understanding and contributing to
the broader conversation on nitrous oxide in pregnancy.2 The goal of this pilot study was to
analyze publically available Tweets related to the use of nitrous oxide for labor analgesia in
order to characterize their content, sentiment, and user demographics.
We used twitterscraper, a script that accesses Twitter’s search functionality, to retrieve Tweets
using the search terms “(nitrous) AND (pregnancy OR labor OR obstetric OR birth)” on October
30, 2018.3 Data fields collected included Tweet text, uniform resource locator (URL), user
handle, and date and time posted. Tweets were scored on text content and sentiment toward
nitrous oxide use in pregnancy. The Twitter user posting the Tweet was also categorized.
For the initial analysis, 200 of the 764 returned Tweets (26%) were randomly selected and
manually categorized. Of these, the earliest was posted April 2, 2009 and the latest October 15,
2018. 78 Tweets (39%) related to news media coverage of nitrous oxide use for labor. 48 (24%)
were personal anecdotes or opinions. 9 (5%) Tweets were irrelevant and not included in further
analysis. The sentiment of 93 Tweets (49%) were predominantly positive toward nitrous use for
labor analgesia, 75 (39%) were neutral, 12 (6%) were negative, and 12 (6%) were primarily
humorous. 81 (42%) of the Twitter users discussing nitrous oxide in pregnancy were laypeople,
while 15 (8%) were peripartum healthcare providers.
Non-healthcare providers made up a large proportion of Twitter activity on nitrous oxide for
labor. Studies have indicated there is physician concern that media and internet sources of
medical information may contain inaccuracies or be difficult for patients to interpret.4-5
Obstetric patients may benefit from greater healthcare provider contribution to the online
discussion of nitrous oxide use in pregnancy.
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